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New Perspectives on Past Health Care

Opportunities for Bioarchaeological Analyses  

of Population-Level Health Care in the Past
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Injury and illness are universal aspects of the human experience that tran-
scend time and space. Yet experiences of poor health are often perceived 
as “upsets” to the normal order of life or a violation of the normal bodily 
structure (Scheper-Hughes & Lock, 1987). This view of injury and illness 
reflects a Western-medical model of health, whereas understandings of 
disease and injury may have differed in past cultures. Bioarchaeology has 
begun to explore concepts of health and health care provisioning outside 
of the Western-medical model definitions (Scheper-Hughes & Lock, 1987; 
Schrenk & Martin, 2018; Tilley & Schrenk, 2017). However, these studies 
have largely focused on individual experiences of poor health and health 
care rather than communal responses and experiences (Tremblay Critcher, 
2017).
 At the individual level, an injury or period of poor health may lead to a 
temporary or permanent impairment, which can disrupt the normal routines 
of daily life (Tilley, 2015). Yet at the population level, it is not uncommon 
for multiple individuals to suffer from a diversity of pathologies at different 
levels of severity and healing concomitantly. This results in a constant flow of 
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individuals with short- and long-term impairments requiring varying levels 
and types of health care at any given time. As such, nearly all communities, 
through space and time, have dealt with injuries and illness as a constant part 
of life. Despite this, very little attention has been given to how communities 
manage poor health (Tremblay Critcher, 2017; Wesp, 2017).
 This is in part due to the recent trend in bioarchaeology to move away from 
objectifying the skeletal remains, which we study as inert subjects (Agarwal 
& Glencross, 2011; Sofaer, 2006). Bioarchaeology’s tendency to objectify the 
individual studied is often amplified by objectifying the culture in which the 
individual lived as an object of study rather than a community of individuals 
who lived and worked together. As Roberts (Chapter 2, this volume) notes, 
many titles of bioarchaeological publications start with “A case of . . .” some 
disease, which ignores the fact that the skeleton in question was once a hu-
man being with its own sense of identity, worth, and life. Communities are 
treated similarly in population-level analysis by viewing the population as an 
object of study rather than a vibrant, dynamic community that had traditions, 
values, identity, and pride in itself. Often paleopathological analyses look at 
the prevalence of a disease in the population but ignore the individuals in the 
population and the individual experiences (and treatments) of disease within 
the population. Osteobiographies were meant as a way to course correct this 
oversight, but they focus too much on one individual experience of disease 
that may not reflect the overall experience of and responses to a disease in 
that community. As such, both fall short of understanding the past as a tap-
estry of once-living people who worked as individuals and as a community 
toward common and opposing goals.
 In answer to this challenge, bioarchaeology has come a long way to be-
gin exploring increasingly nuanced facets of past human experiences. With 
each consecutive “wave” of bioarchaeology, refined methods and theoretical 
frameworks have improved our ability to examine past peoples and cultures 
using the data collected from human skeletal remains. The third wave of bio-
archaeology moved research beyond the skeletal data to examine the lived 
experiences and social processes of past peoples (Agarwal & Glencross, 2011). 
Now, a fourth wave of bioarchaeology has emerged in which bioarchaeolo-
gists have begun generating their own protocols and theoretical frameworks 
to examine the lived experiences of past peoples not only as representations 
of the social processes of their communities but as people who lived and 
breathed as we do today—as humans.
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 The bioarchaeology of care (BoC) is one tool in this new wave that fo-
cuses on the daily experiences of poor health and health care provisioning 
in the past. Tilley and Oxenham (2011) introduced the bioarchaeology of 
care approach as a methodological and theoretical framework for analyzing 
health care provisioning in the past. This approach, however, was designed 
for individual case studies rather than population-level analyses. Only two 
chapters have addressed population-level analysis of health care provision-
ing in the past (Tremblay Critcher, 2017; Wesp, 2017). Both authors conclude 
that population-level analysis of health care provisioning in bioarchaeology 
requires new and innovative methods that were not present in the original 
BoC framework.
 This volume expands the BoC approach to population-level analyses of 
health care provisioning in the past to examine how communities under-
stood and cared for individual members who suffered from disease, injury, 
and impairments. Population-level analyses of health-related care is cru-
cial for understanding the complexities of caregiving in the past as well as 
the daily lives and experiences of past peoples. Individual-level analysis of 
health care provisioning alone cannot explain the range of decision making 
necessary when multiple individuals are suffering from the same or differ-
ent pathologies. Population-level analyses have the potential to highlight 
the burden placed on a community that must decide whether, and to what 
extent, to provide resources when caring for sick, injured, and impaired 
members. Since those afflicted with different diseases and conditions have 
different needs, types of impairments, and recovery rates, caregivers would 
have needed to strategize about how to provide care for multiple individu-
als with varying needs. These complications change if there are several in-
dividuals suffering from one specific disease (such as poliomyelitis or the 
bubonic plague) as opposed to several individuals suffering from different 
pathologies. Often diseases disproportionally affect disadvantaged groups 
or different age groups, and communities may or may not work to combat 
this. Additionally, communal health care provisioning behaviors become 
increasingly complex when viewed within the dynamic web of cultural fac-
tors such as worldview, religion, politics, and social or family dynamics that 
would affect who receives health care provisioning and how. For all of these 
reasons, bioarchaeologists need to ask different questions about human be-
haviors surrounding health care provisioning when examining pathologies 
at the population level.
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The Bioarchaeology of Care for Individuals

Health care provisioning is not a random act; it represents a conscious choice 
to help another human being (Tilley, 2015). As such, bioarchaeological anal-
ysis of health care provisioning behaviors provides knowledge about past 
human behaviors, actions, and choices surrounding pathology and impair-
ments. Previously, bioarchaeological analysis of injury and illness (paleopa-
thology) have focused on differential diagnosis, prevalence, or the lived ex-
periences of pathology for the individual (Armelagos & Van Gerven, 2003; 
Tilley & Schrenk, 2017). The BoC approach has enabled bioarchaeologists to 
go beyond these parameters to explore human behavior and decision making 
within the context of health care provisioning (Dongoske et al., 2015; Nys-
trom & Tilley, 2018; Tilley, 2015; Tilley & Oxenham, 2011; Tilley & Schrenk, 
2017; Vlok et al., 2017)
 The BoC approach was first introduced by Tilley and Oxenham (2011) and 
was followed by the Index of Care (IoC) (Tilley & Cameron, 2014), which 
provides an online tool to operationalize the approach. The BoC broadly 
defines health care provisioning as “the delivery of assistance to an indi-
vidual experiencing short, medium, or long-term disability as an outcome 
of pathology” (Tilley, 2015). Tilley (2015) further delineates health care pro-
visioning into two main categories: direct care and accommodation of dif-
ference. Direct care is defined as “more labor intensive forms of caregiving 
in circumstances where an individual is mostly or wholly reliant on others” 
(Tilley, 2017). Accommodation of difference is broader and encompasses an 
“adoption of strategies that make it easier for someone to take their place in 
a community when disease renders what is viewed as ‘normal’ participation 
difficult or impossible” (Tilley, 2017, p. 17). The broad definitions allow health 
care provisioning to be viewed as a continuum in which the individual may 
have experienced varying levels of both direct care and accommodation of 
difference throughout their experience of impairment. As such, several chap-
ters in this volume provide more detailed definitions surrounding health care 
provisioning behaviors.
 BoC analysis starts when an individual with extreme pathology is ob-
served and the researcher questions if the individual could have survived 
without assistance. Step 1 is similar to traditional bioarchaeological case 
studies where the researcher is prompted to describe the skeletal remains 
and pathology, conduct differential diagnosis, and detail the cultural and 
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mortuary context. This step incorporates the osteobiographical approach as 
a way to examine the daily life and experience of the individual. Osteobi-
ography works to circumnavigate previous paleopathology research, which 
presented dry descriptions of skeletal data to highlight the lived experi-
ences of the past (Martin et al., 2013). This approach also works to explore 
the “everyday” person rather than focusing on elites within a community 
(Stodder & Palkovich, 2012). Tilley (2015) incorporates the osteobiogra-
phy approach into the BoC as a way to conduct detailed explorations into 
the lived experiences of pathology; however, this focus on individual case-
study osteobiographies limits the BoC’s ability to examine population-level 
health care provisioning.
 Step 2 evaluates and determines the need for health care provisioning 
based on the individual’s pathologies by identifying the characteristics and 
implications of a disease using clinical literature. The functional impacts on 
daily life are assessed based on the individual’s ability to complete essential 
and instrumental activities of daily living (Tilley, 2015). Here a list of essential 
and instrumental activities modified from the World Health Organization’s 
Internal Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) is used as 
a way of empirically testing an individual’s impairment based on their pathol-
ogy. The ICF was designed to quantify the socioeconomic impacts of impair-
ments in global health analysis. As such, this tool allows bioarchaeologists 
to examine how a pathology would have impacted an individual’s ability to 
function in daily tasks. At the end of Step 2, the researcher decides if health 
care provisioning was necessary based on the cultural context provided in 
Step 1 and the impairments recorded in Step 2.
 In Step 3 the researcher constructs a basic model of care based on what the 
individual would have required to survive by using the information gathered 
in Steps 1 and 2. Roberts (2000) notes that bioarchaeologists must interpret 
their models of health care provisioning within the archaeological context 
of the culture in which the impaired individual lived. Step 3 does this by 
combining the cultural context from Step 1 alongside the functional impacts 
gathered in Step 2. Step 3 also explores the likely cost to caregivers and the 
community based on the length of care, resources, and availability of care.
 Schrenk (2019) argues that in Step 3 the researcher could also begin explor-
ing the possibilities for non-Western forms of health care. While the majority 
of Step 3 prompts the researcher to use clinical literature when constructing 
a model of care, the use of cultural context and free response questions en-


